Stomatal vs. genome size in angiosperms: the somatic tail wagging the genomic dog?
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Background and Aims: Genome size is a function, and the product, of cell volume. As such it is contingent on ecological circumstance. The nature of this ecological circumstance is, however, hotly debated. Here, we investigate for angiosperms whether stomatal size may be the ‘missing link’: the primary determinant of genome size. Stomata are crucial for photosynthesis and their size affects functional efficiency.

Methods: Stomatal and leaf characteristics were measured for 1442 species from Argentina, Iran, Spain and the UK and, using PCA, some emergent ecological and taxonomic patterns identified. Subsequently, an assessment of the relationship between genome-size values obtained from the Plant DNA C-values database and measurements of stomatal size was carried out.

Key Results: Stomatal size is an ecologically important attribute. It varies with life-history (woody species < herbaceous species < vernal geophytes) and contributes to ecologically and physiologically important axes of leaf specialization. Moreover, it is positively correlated with genome size across a wide range of major taxa.

Conclusions: Stomatal size predicts genome size within angiosperms. Correlation is not, however, proof of causality and here our interpretation is hampered by unexpected deficiencies in the scientific literature. Firstly, there are discrepancies between our own observations and established ideas about the ecological significance of stomatal size; very large stomata, theoretically facilitating photosynthesis in deep shade, were, in this study (and in other studies), primarily associated with vernal geophytes of unshaded habitats. Secondly, the lower size limit at which stomata can function efficiently, and the ecological circumstances under which these minute stomata might occur, have not been satisfactorily resolved. Thus, our hypothesis, that the optimization of stomatal size for functional efficiency is a major ecological determinant of genome size, remains unproven.
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INTRODUCTION

Within flowering plants, nuclear DNA content, or genome size, varies almost 2000-fold (Bennett and Leitch, 2005; Greilhuber et al., 2006). The significance of this wide range of values remains uncertain (Knight et al., 2005). High DNA amount is not associated with evolutionary advancement or organizational complexity; much takes the form of highly repeated sequences of non-genic DNA (Davidson and Britten, 1973). Processes have been identified both for reducing genome size (Kirik et al., 2000; Orel et al., 2003; Bennetzen et al., 2005) and for its increase (Kidwell, 2002;
Bennetzen et al., 2005). These mechanisms have doubtless contributed to the major increases and decreases in genome size reported within evolutionary lineages (Leitch et al., 1998; Soltis et al., 2003; Caetano-Anollés et al., 2005; Johnston et al., 2005; Leitch et al., 2005) and the large differences in nuclear DNA amount recorded between closely related species (Bennett and Leitch, 2005).

The exact role of this extra DNA is a matter of debate. Some have argued that the additional DNA generally has little impact on function and relates to the ‘selfish’ nature of most ‘junk’ DNA (Doolittle and Sapienza, 1980; Orgel and Crick, 1980). Others have contended that the extra DNA has functional importance (Bennett, 1971; Cavalier-Smith, 1985, 2005) and many evolutionary and ecological correlates with genome size have been identified (e.g. Bennett, 1976; Jones and Brown, 1976; Grime and Mowforth, 1982; Thompson, 1990; Vinogradov, 2003; Knight et al., 2005; Beaulieu et al., 2007).

Cells with a large genome exhibit disproportionately slow mitotic division (Darlington, 1965; Bennett, 1971, 1972; Cavalier-Smith, 2005), and this relationship between genome size and rates of cell division impacts upon phenology. Species whose growth peaks in spring generally have a small genome, whereas, because of differences in the sensitivity of cell division and cell expansion to low temperatures, high nuclear DNA amounts appear advantageous for species that grow mainly in spring (Grime and Mowforth, 1982; Grime et al., 1985). In addition, genome size and nuclear and cell volume are positively correlated for non-vacuolated cells (Bennett, 1972; Edwards and Endrizzi, 1975; Sugiyama, 2005; Cavalier-Smith, 2005; Jovtchev et al., 2006). Many ecological correlates with genome size appear to originate more directly from the controlling impacts of nuclear DNA amount on cell volume (see Cavalier-Smith, 2005).

One such relationship with genome size relates to seed mass. Despite ecologically important inverse correlations with both fecundity (number of seeds produced) and long-term persistence in the soil (Fenner and Thompson, 2005), seed size is a plant characteristic that also appears constrained by nuclear DNA amount. Genome size and seed mass are positively correlated (Jones and Brown, 1976; Thompson, 1990; Maranon and Grubb, 1993; Knight and Ackerly, 2002; Knight et al., 2005; Beaulieu et al., 2007). The relationship is, however, inexact, perhaps in part because of the developmental complexity and the nutritional and structural diversity of seeds (Martin, 1947; Johansen, 1950; Hodgson and Mackey, 1986; Raven, 1999). Species with small genomes may produce large seeds by, for example, producing a small embryo but an abundance of endosperm (e.g. Fraxinus excelsior). Moreover, the seeds of species with large genomes may be minute (e.g. Orchidaceae, with obligate mycotrophy and ripe seeds containing only a small undifferentiated embryo and no endosperm). Thus, in practice, genome size accounts for only a small amount (variably estimated at 3% and 6%) of the recorded variation in seed mass (Beaulieu et al., 2007).

Another relationship with genome size involves stomata. Stomata consist of small pores at the leaf surface, each bounded by two guard cells. They provide the primary mechanism controlling the exchange of gases, particularly the influx of carbon dioxide and the efflux of water vapour, between the interior of the leaf and the atmosphere (Woodward, 1998; Raven, 2002; Hetherington and Woodward, 2003). The efficiency with which carbon dioxide, a key raw material for photosynthesis, is taken up and water loss restricted appears to be in part a function of stomatal size (Allen and Pearcy, 2000; Aasamaa et al., 2001; Hetherington and Woodward, 2003). Gaseous exchange is regulated through changes in the size of the stomatal pore. Because of their more rapid opening and closure, small stomata afford greater water-use efficiency in dry habitats, whereas in cool, moist and shaded habitats large stomata may be advantageous.

A general requirement in autotrophic plants to combine high photosynthetic capacity and water-use efficiency represents a strong ecological driver for optimizing stomatal size. However, stomatal size is not simply an ecologically important characteristic. The maximum size of the stomatal aperture is primarily determined by the length of its associated guard cells. This length is, in turn, constrained by genome size. Because of their greater structural uniformity, stomata may be expected to show a more consistent allometric relationship with genome size than that observed for seed mass. Certainly, polyploidy in closely related lineages appears initially to cause a virtual doubling of genome size and a concomitant increase in guard-cell length (Speckman et al., 1965; Masterson, 1994; Joachimiak and Grabowska-Joachimiak, 2000; Bennett and Leitch, 2005). The generality of this positive correlation between genome and stomatal size, however, remained untested until two recent contemporaneous studies, each with a somewhat different focus, ours and that of Beaulieu et al. (2008).

Stomatal and leaf characteristics for 1442 species measured by the authors mainly in England, Iran, Spain and Argentina and published data on nuclear DNA amounts (Bennett and Leitch, 2005) have, therefore, been used to investigate correlates with genome size in angiosperms. First a preliminary analysis of geographical, taxonomic and ecological trends in stomatal size is provided in a dataset. Subsequently, the extent to which values for stomatal size correlate with the size of the angiosperm genome are identified and, by means of a literature review, the claims of stomatal size to be the ‘missing link’, the primary determinant of genome size in the angiosperms, is assessed for a first time.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study areas

The investigation centres on the floras of four climatically contrasted and geographically disparate areas: the Córdoba region of central western Argentina (55 species measured), the Sheffield region of central England (745 species), the Arazbaran Protected Area in northern upland Iran (463 species) and the Zaragoza region of north-east Spain (278 species). The climatic characteristics of each region are contrasted and geographically disparate areas: the Córdoba region of central western Argentina (55 species measured), the Sheffield region of central England (745 species), the Arazbaran Protected Area in northern upland Iran (463 species) and the Zaragoza region of north-east Spain (278 species). The climatic characteristics of each region are briefly outlined in Table 1 and the areas described more fully in Díaz et al. (2004). The species studied represent an ecologically balanced subset of their respective floras, except
for England, where a disproportionately large number of species with large genomes have been included. Data for a further 161 species collected from south-east Europe and the Near East during other ecological projects were also incorporated into this study.

Attributes measured

Stomatal size and distribution. Material was collected from unshaded habitats. The method of Beerling and Chaloner (1993) was used to take acetate impressions from the upper and lower surfaces of each of three replicate leaves for each species collection. For most UK and Spanish measurements the Aequitas Image Analysis program (Dynamic Data Links, 1993–1996) or a more modern version was used. In Argentina and Iran, more traditional microscopy, using an eye-piece graticule, was employed. Stomata were counted on each surface and, where possible, the lengths (micrometres) of at least three closed stomata measured from each leaf impression.

Genome size, cytology and taxonomy. Values for genome size were abstracted from Bennett and Leitch (2005) and other more recent publications. Chromosome numbers were collated from a range of sources, including Fedorov (1969), Gornall and Bailey (1998) and Bennett and Leitch (2005). Ploidy was subsequently assessed in relation to the base number for the family and that of the genus using a variety of publications including Fedorov (1969) and Raven (1975). Many species were, of necessity, left out of certain analyses through a lack of chromosomal and/or genome-size data. Worst affected was the Argentinian flora, with 90% of species lacking genome-size measurements. The Angiosperm Phylogeny Group (APG) has redefined the species composition of a number of major angiosperm taxa. The classification of Angiosperm Phylogeny Group (APG III, 2009) has been followed and families have been ordered in the sequence set out by Haston et al. (2007, 2009).

Leaf traits. Values relate to healthy, sexually mature plants growing in unshaded habitats and are usually an average of at least six replicate measurements. Prior to measurement, leaves were enclosed within a moistened paper towel and kept refrigerated overnight in a sealed polythene bag to ensure that they are fully imbibed. Subsequently, the area of the leaf lamina (using a leaf area machine or scanner), leaf fresh weight, leaf dry weight and interenal leaf thickness (to the nearest 0.01 mm, using a dial thickness gauge) were measured. Because of their ecological importance (Givnish, 1988; Reich et al., 1992; Bolhär-Nordenkampf and Draxler, 1993; Garnier and Laurent, 1994; Díaz et al., 2004), the following leaf traits were assessed: maximum leaf size (mm²); leaf dry-matter content (100 x dry mass of leaf/saturated mass of leaf); leaf thickness (mm); specific leaf area [leaf area (mm²)/leaf mass (mg)]. The procedures used are described in detail in Charles et al. (1997). They conform to the general recommendations of Garnier et al. (2001) and Cornelissen et al. (2003).

Increasing efficiency of water use. The development of specializations for restricting water loss and for maximizing carbon gain is a recurrent theme in the adaptive radiation of angiosperms (Woodward, 1998; Raven, 2002; Hetherington and Woodward, 2003). Accordingly, the following functional groupings have been separated: C3 (the majority), C4 (specialized leaf anatomy and an extra biochemical pathway; mainly fast-growing tropical species) and crassulacean acid metabolism (CAM; nocturnal stomatal opening, when the air is cooler and more humid, i.e. temporal uncoupling of carbon dioxide uptake and its fixation by the Calvin cycle; succulents, etc.). Here, more controversially and in the light of our early results, vernal geophytes were also treated as a further ‘avoidance’ grouping. Varnals geophytes are, variously, woodland herbs that complete their annual life cycle before trees come into leaf and plants that similarly avoid drought in rocky or freely drained habitats. Their extremely large stomata are a consequence of the large genome necessary for a specialized type of growth in which cell division occurs during a period of dormancy (often late summer–autumn) and rapid vegetative ‘growth’ by cell expansion is delayed until early spring (Grime and Mowforth, 1982). We suggest that vernalis can be additionally viewed as an ‘avoidance’ group because the low water-use efficiency inevitably associated with their exceptionally large stomata precludes an extension of the period of growth into hotter, drier summer conditions (see Hetherington and Woodward, 2003).

Ecological attributes. Hetherington and Woodward (2003) have suggested that selection for optimal stomatal size relates to survival in shaded and in droughted habitats, large stomata being favoured in the former and small in the latter. With a view to confirming these relationships, habitat type was included in the analyses. This was assessed from published sources, particularly Braun Blanquet and de Bolós (1953) and Grime et al. (2007), and from unpublished vegetation surveys and field observations. Some species from Iran were too ecologically wide-ranging for a confident assessment of habitat type and there were too few data to include Argentina in the analyses.

The following life-history classes were also separated: annual, monocarpic perennial (‘biennial’), herbaceous.
polycarpic perennial (excluding vernal geophytes), vernal geophytes and woody species (trees, shrubs and subshrubs).

Analyses

The statistical properties of guard-cell length, genome size, leaf size, leaf thickness, leaf dry-matter content and amphistomatomy were checked. It was found necessary to log10-transform the first four variables prior to statistical analysis and present leaf dry-matter content as its square-root. No satisfactory transformation for amphistomatomy was identified and species were, therefore, grouped into the following five subequal classes: 1, 0 %; 2, <25 %; 3, 25–40 %; 4, 40–45 %; 5, 45–50 % (% stomata on the surface with lower density). Except where otherwise stated, statistical tests were performed using SPSS for Windows™ (Version 14.0).

Three sets of analyses were carried out. In the first, stomatal length values from different geographical regions, families, life-history groupings and habitats were compared using one- or two-way ANOVAs with differences between subsets assessed by post-hoc (Tukey) tests and t-tests. In the second, to detect general specialization trends in leaf structure, the data for leaf and stomatal characters were organized into a single 6 traits by 1186 species matrix and the matrix submitted to a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) based on the correlation matrix of variables, in which data are centred and standardized by standard deviation. In the third, the level of correlation between stomatal length and genome size was assessed for a wide range of major taxa. Excluded from these correlations were taxonomic groupings with few valid samples (n < 10) and those with an unusually narrow range of stomatal lengths (<2- and <1.5-fold, respectively, for families and infra-familial groupings).

RESULTS

Geographical and taxonomic variation in stomatal size

Mean stomata size differed significantly in the four study areas with the smallest average stomatal length associated with Argentina and the largest with England (Fig. 1). The range of guard-cell lengths, however, differed little between regions and was similar to the 10–80 µm range cited by Hetherington and Woodward (2003) for the world flora. Values ranged from 15.3 µm (Trichloris crinita, Poaceae) to 71.3 µm (Baccharis articulata, Asteraceae) in Argentina, from 12.5 µm (Medicago orbicularis, Fabaceae) to 61.0 µm (Adonis annua, Ranunculaceae) in Spain, from 14.9 µm (Punica granatum, Lythraceae, formerly Punicaceae) to 65.3 µm (Ranunculus repens, Ranunculaceae) in southern Iran and from 12.1 µm (Salix repens, Salicaceae) to 100.8 µm (Fritillaria meleagris, Liliaceae) in England.

Variation in stomatal size in relation to life history and habitat

In each life-history class there was at least a 3-fold difference between the largest and smallest average stomatal sizes (Fig. 2). Nevertheless, despite this high level of variation within groupings, stomatal size appeared to be very much a function of life history (Fig. 2). Moreover, general trends appeared to be similarly expressed in different study areas and families (Table S1 in Supplementary data, available online). Species with the largest stomata were almost exclusively monocotyledonous vernal geophytes [Fritillaria meleagris (Liliaceae), 100.8 µm; Lilium martagon (Liliaceae), 83.4 µm; Geagea lactea (Liliaceae), 76.3 µm; Orchis mascula (Orchidaceae), 75.4 µm; Orchis anthropophora (Orchidaceae), 70.9 µm; Ophrys apifera (Orchidaceae), 68.3 µm; Ophrys punctulata (Orchidaceae), 67.4 µm; Ophrys insectifera (Orchidaceae), 66.1 µm; Scilla mischtschenkoana (Asparagaceae), 65.3 µm; Dactylorhiza praeternissa (Orchidaceae), 64.2 µm]. The only exceptions were Baccharis articulata (Asteraceae), a stem succulent, 71.3 µm, and Caltha palustris (Ranunculaceae), an early-flowering, wetland herb, 65.6 µm. By contrast, and consistent with the findings of Beaulieu et al. (2008), species with the smallest stomata were predominately woody species [Salix repens (Salicaceae), 12.1 µm; Pistacia terebinthus (Anacardiaceae), 12.8 µm; Arthrocnemum macrostachyum (Amaranthaceae, formerly Chenopodiaceae), 13.2 µm; Salix caprea (Salicaceae), 14.3 µm; Punica granatum

![Fig. 1. Stomatal length distribution within each of the four main study areas.](https://academic.oup.com/aob/article-abstract/105/4/573/190942)
contrasted life-history types differing in stomatal size (e.g. woodland with trees with small stomata and small vernal geophytes with large stomata). When comparisons were focused more narrowly, a negative relationship between stomatal size and aridity could be consistently detected. For both shallow-rooted annuals and deep-rooted trees and tall shrubs, species from more droughted environments had smaller stomata than comparable ones from mesic habitats (Table 2Bi). It was not possible, however, to find any evidence supporting another suggestion of Hetherington and Woodward (2003), namely that the possession of large stomata is an important component of specialization for shade-tolerance. Summer-green species from the woodland floor (i.e. shade-tolerant species) have smaller stomata than woodland vernal geophytes, ‘shade-avoiders’, which exploit only the open phase of the woodland before canopy closure (Table 2Bii).

Stomatal size and leaf structure

The three PCA axes identified, which account for approx. 73 % of the total variance in the data matrix, effectively separate species with small stomata from those with large ones (Fig. 3A and B). The species with the smallest stomata in the present study (Salix repens, 12.1 µm) had values 21 %, 19 % and 38 % of the maximum for PCA axes 1–3, respectively, whereas, for the species with the largest stomata (Fritillaria meleagris, 100.8 µm), the values were 68 %, 83 % and 71 %. The three specialist groups, C₄ species, species with CAM and ‘cool season’ vernal geophytes also occupy different positions on the three PCA axes (Fig. 3C and D). Only C₃ species were widely scattered.

PCA axis 1, explaining approx. 28 % of the variance, was a ‘xeromorphic-mesomorphic axis’ of leaf structure and has some ecological equivalence to the dry-shaded axis relating to stomatal size in Hetherington and Woodward (2003). At its lower end, were species, mainly from arid habitats in Argentina [e.g. Aspidosperma quebracho-blanco (Apocynaceae), Larrea divaricata (Zygophyllaceae) and Lithraea ternifolia (Anacardiaceae)], with small, thick leaves, high dry matter content, low specific leaf area and small stomata. At the higher extreme were species from mesic and from shaded, habitats, [e.g. Anthriscus cerefolium (Apiaceae) and Valeriana officinalis (Caprifoliaceae)], with large, thin leaves, a low dry matter content, high specific leaf area and larger stomata. Fast-growing species of productive habitats (see Grime and Hunt, 1975) occupied an intermediate position along PCA axis 1 [Chenopodium album (Amaranthaceae), value 51 % of maximum; Urtica dioica (Urticaceae), 56 %; Holcus lanatus (Poaceae), 65 %].

PCA axis 2, the ‘succulence axis’ [highest scores: Grahamia bracteata (Portulacaceae) and Sedum rubepatens (Crassulaceae)], accounted for a further approx. 26 % of the variance. Species with high values had thick, amphistomatic leaves with a low dry matter content and moderately large stomata. As is characteristic of succulents (Vendramini et al., 2002), specific leaf area was relatively high. The stem succulents, Baccharis articulata and Cereus validus (Cactaceae), not included in the analysis, also have large stomata.

PCA axis 3, which explained a further approx. 19 % of the variance, was a ‘size axis’ relating to the dimensions of both
the leaf and its component parts. At the upper end of PCA axis 3 were species with large, relatively thick, amphistomatous leaves and large stomata [e.g. Petasites hybridus (Asteraceae)] and at the lower end, with small, thin, hypostomatous leaves, were Aphanes arvensis (Rosaceae), Callitriche stagnalis (Plantaginaceae), and other similarly small and/or short-lived species.

### Taxonomic variation in stomatal size

Stomatal size further relates to both cytological status and phylogeny. Intrageneric polyploids tended to have larger stomata than their close diploid relatives (Fig. 4A). Nevertheless, even when this increase in size through polyploidy is factored out by including only familial or ‘clade’
diploids, families showed significant differences in stomatal size (Fig. 4B). Within the present dataset, some, particularly Brassicaceae, Fabaceae and Rosaceae, had small stomata whereas others (e.g. Orchidaceae and Ranunculaceae) had consistently large stomata. A familial summary of stomatal size for the 1442 species measured is presented as Table S2 in Supplementary data, available online. These familial averages must, however, be treated with caution. For example in Orchidaceae, the values, originating only from England and Iran [range (mean) 44.1 − 75.4 (57.9) μm; n = 20], are considerably higher than, and statistically different from, those from the less geographically and phylogenetically restricted subset examined in Beaulieu et al. (2008) [27.4 − 62.7 (39.5) μm; n = 9; t = 4.6, P < 0.001]. In contrast, for species common to both studies there was broad correspondence in measured values for stomatal length between the two studies (r = 0.61, n = 24, P < 0.01; paired t = 0.7, n.s.).

Notwithstanding the results for Orchidaceae, and consistent with the results in Fig. 4B, stomatal size does appear conservatively expressed within major taxa (Fig. S1 in Supplementary

---

**Fig. 3.** PCA ordination of 1186 angiosperm species from Argentina, England, Iran and Spain, on the basis of six leaf traits. Labels display traits with the highest eigenvector scores on PCA axes 1, 2 and 3, with the label with the highest score presented nearest the axis. In (A) and (B), the distribution of species with large stomata (>40 μm) and those with small stomata (<20 μm) is shown, as indicated in (A), and in (C) and (D) the distribution of C₃, C₄, CAM and vernal geophyte species is shown as indicated in (C).
Families with the same letters are not statistically significantly different at $P < 0.05$ in Tukey (post-hoc) tests. The mean value for stomatal size for all diploid species measured is identified by a broken line.

Data, available online). Similar values were recorded for familial subsets differing in life-history. Superimposed on this a further ecological effect was noted for woody species (Fig. S1A). These tended to have smaller stomata than related herbaceous species (excluding vernal geophytes). For the much smaller vernal geophytes dataset, no statistically significant difference was observed (Fig. S1B). Vernal geophytes

![Figure 4](https://academic.oup.com/aob/article-abstract/105/4/573/190942)

**FIG. 4.** (A) Diploids tend to have smaller stomata than related polyploids. Each datum point is an intrageneric diploid–polyploid pair (monocots, excluding Poaceae; Poaceae; and eudicots, as indicated). Paired $t = 5.1, n = 70, P < 0.001$; $r = 0.74, P < 0.001$. Here, and in the remaining tables and figures, an ‘international’ average stomatal size value is used for more widely distributed species. (B) Stomatal length for diploid species differs between families. The box plots include the median (central line), the first and third quarters (box) and outliers. The 14 families illustrated (Amaranthaceae, Apiaceae, Asteraceae, Brassicaceae, Caprifoliaceae, Caryophyllaceae, Fabaceae, Lamiaceae, Orchidaceae, Plantaginaceae, Poaceae, Polygonaceae, Ranunculaceae and Rosaceae) are identified by their first three letters and phylogenetically ordered as recommended by Haston et al. (2007). ANOVA $F_{13,305} = 29.43, P < 0.001$, where, using Bateman et al. (2003), ploidy was assessed in relation to clade base number. Families with the same letters are not statistically significantly different at $P < 0.05$ in Tukey (post-hoc) tests. The mean value for stomatal size for all diploid species measured is identified by a broken line.

![Figure 5](https://academic.oup.com/aob/article-abstract/105/4/573/190942)

**FIG. 5.** Examples of the relationship between stomatal and genome size. (A) All species: $r^2 = 0.36, P < 0.001, n = 446$. Eudicots ($r^2 = 0.26, P < 0.001, n = 326$); basal dicots ($n = 3$); monocots, excluding Poaceae ($r^2 = 0.39, P < 0.001, n = 30$); and Poaceae ($r^2 = 0.53, P < 0.001, n = 87$), as indicated. (B) Contrasted families: Ranunculaceae ($r^2 = 0.64, P < 0.001, n = 23$), and Fabaceae ($r^2 = 0.64, P < 0.001, n = 46$), as indicated. Other families: Asteraceae ($r^2 = 0.08, P < 0.05, n = 51$); minus Chrysanthemum segetum, $r^2 = 0.08$; Caryophyllaceae ($r^2 = 0.23, P < 0.1, n = 15$); Polygonaceae ($r^2 = 0.32, P < 0.05, n = 13$). (C) Contrasted tribes (Fabaceae): Fabeae ($r^2 = 0.29, P < 0.01, n = 26$); Trifolieae ($r^2 = 0.67, P < 0.001, n = 13$); and other ($n = 7$), as indicated. Tribes in other families: Asteraceae, Anthemideae ($r^2 = 0.13$, n.s., $n = 17$); minus Chrysanthemum segetum, $r^2 = 0.39, P < 0.05, n = 16$); Lactuceae ($r^2 = 0.50, P < 0.001, n = 18$); Poaceae, Agrostideae ($r^2 = 0.49, P < 0.01, n = 13$); Aveneae ($r^2 = 0.72, P < 0.001, n = 11$); Poaceae ($r^2 = 0.05$, n.s., $n = 19$).
were primarily restricted to families in which all or, at least most, species had large stomata.

**Stomatal and genome size**

Stomatal length and genome size are positively correlated (Fig. 5). This relationship appears to be a general feature within the eudicots, Poaceae and the remaining monocots. Only in tribe Poeae (Poaceae), with a high incidence of intraspecific polyploidy, was the relationship not detected.

**DISCUSSION**

**Problems and conclusions**

Before any interpretation of the results, the basic difficulties in acquiring and analysing data for a broad study of this type should be considered. These include the following.

**Intraspecific variation in stomatal size.** Plants grow in heterogeneous environments under seasonally fluctuating light intensity, temperature, atmospheric humidity and water availability. As a result, phenotypic plasticity is an important component of leaf structure and functioning (Lechowicz, 1984; Givnish, 1988; Bolhár-Nordenkampf and Draxler, 1993; Allen and Pearcy, 2000; Aronne and De Micco, 2001). This plasticity will have inevitably impacted upon the arithmetic precision and statistical strength of the results, but only up to a point. The intrapopulation range of stomatal size was typically approx. 40 % of the mean in the samples (data not shown) and intraspecific comparisons between countries indicated a broad correspondence (Fig. S2 in Supplementary data). Particularly encouraging were values for *Trifolium repens*, the only species common to all study areas. Its mean stomatal length in Spain, Argentina, England and Iran was 15-3, 16-2, 16-4 and 17-3 µm, respectively.

**Classification of leaf structure.** Information on certain important structural leaf characters and all of the important biochemical characters was lacking. With regard to structural characters, data on whether stomata were sunken and the extent to which leaves were inrolled or dissected would probably have been useful contributors to the ‘xeromorphic-mesomorphic axis’ (PCA axis 1), and the amount of non-photosynthetic water-storage tissue would have enhanced the ‘succulence axis’ (PCA axis 2).

**Vacuolization of the guard cell.** Genome size and nuclear and cell volume are positively correlated for non-vacuolated cells (Bennett, 1972; Edwards and Endrizzi, 1975; Cavalier-Smith, 2005; Sugiyama, 2005; Jovtchev et al., 2006). However, the additional presence of a vacuole is essential for stomatal functioning: the opening and closure of the stomatal pore involves potentially large changes in vacuolar and cellular volume (Willmer and Fricker, 1995). A deterministic impact of vacuolar size on stomatal dimensions (i.e. the absence of a close allometric relationship between guard cell size and the size of its cytoplasmic component) would seriously undermine our rationale for examining the relationship between stomatal and genome size. Doubtless, there are differences in vacuolization both between species and between broader taxonomic groupings, and these will contribute to variability within the dataset. Nevertheless, available data indicate that cytoplasm occupies a sizeable proportion of guard cell volume [e.g. 31–41 % for *Arabidopsis thaliana* (Brassicaceae); Tanaka et al., 2007; see also, Fricker and White, 1990; Willmer and Fricker, 1995; Merkel et al., 2007] and provides no evidence that the fraction of guard cell volume at a given proportion of the maximum aperture is significantly greater in genotypically large as opposed to genotypically small guard cells.

**Genome size and chromosome number.** Two problems restrict the usefulness of published data. The first is accuracy, both in measurement and taxonomy. The second relates to cytology. A significant minority of species have cytotypes differing in ploidy and genome size (for examples, see Bennett and Leitch, 2005). Where necessary, taxa have been identified to their subspecies and known relationships between ploidy and geographical distribution assessed. However, some groups [e.g. tribe Poeae (Poaceae), with a high incidence of intraspecific polyploidy and, to a lesser extent, aneuploidy] are particularly problematic. We suspect that, despite our best efforts, some stomatal and genome values are cytologically mismatched. This may explain, for example, the lack of a statistically significant correlation between stomatal and genome size for tribe Poeae (Poaceae) in Fig. 5C.

**Sampling bias.** Although for each of the four floras studied, an ecologically balanced subset of species was chosen, there is not the same phylogenetic balance. For example, only three early diverging dicots were included. Moreover, there are almost no data for the species-rich tropics. The use of such a limited subset of the world flora can easily lead to misleading average values of stomatal size for major taxa [see above, the comparison of our results for Orchidaceae and those from Beaulieu et al. (2008)]. Representativeness is further reduced in comparisons between stomatal and genome size. The Plant DNA C-values Database at Kew (Bennett and Leitch, 2005) is a monumental achievement. Nevertheless, it includes <2 % of angiosperms (Gregory et al., 2007) and genome size is unknown for, respectively, 90 %, 77 %, 54 % and 53 % of the species featured in the present study from Argentina, Iran, Spain and England.

**Insufficient sampling of vernal geophytes.** Vernal geophytes are poorly represented within the four floras studied and constitute only a minor component of the present database. Moreover, in only nine families were there data for both vernal and non-vernial species. This is unfortunate. If we are to understand the ecological significance of large stomata, vernal geophytes are a key ecological grouping. Nevertheless, at present the data are lacking to separate the phylogenetic and ecological determinants of their stomatal size satisfactorily.

Nevertheless, despite these problems, the following conclusions can be drawn.

(a) As with genome size (see Leitch et al., 1998), there are clear lineage-specific differences in stomatal size. These interfamilial differences appear to dwarf those found within polyploid series (Fig. 4; Table S1 in Supplementary Data, available online).
(b) Variation was detected in stomatal size along three important ecological axes of leaf specialization: xeromorphic (stomata small) vs. mesomorphic (large), non-succulent (small) vs. succulent (large) and ‘small’ (small) vs. ‘large lamina’ (large). Stomatal size is an important component of leaf specialization and patterns with respect to C₄, CAM and life history (woody species < herbaceous species < vernal geophytes).

(c) Because of its relatively consistent and strong correlations with 2C DNA amount and its ecological importance, the possibility that stomatal size is a key determinant of genome size in angiosperms deserves consideration.

Stomatal size, a key determinant of genome size in angiosperms?

Beaulieu et al. (2008) argue that stomatal size is a consequence of genome size. However, since they do not identify what actually determines genome size, we find their arguments unconvincing. Instead, we favour the more mechanistic rationale of Cavalier-Smith (2005) who stated ‘Whatever group one examines reveals sensible adaptive reasons for the observed spectrum of cell size that account for the correlated genome size spectrum. To understand these one has to be familiar with the developmental biology and ecology of the group; a purely genetic or purely biochemical approach gets nowhere.’

Small stomata tend to show greater water-use efficiency (Aasamaa et al., 2001; Hetherington and Woodward, 2003) and in this study also (Table 2Bi) species from dry habitats tend to have smaller stomata than similar species from more mesic environments. Moreover, the development of mechanisms to reduce transpirational losses, such as C₄ photosynthesis and CAM, has been a recurrent theme within the adaptive radiation of angiosperms (Woodward, 1998; Raven, 2002; Hetherington and Woodward, 2003). Efficient stomatal function is an important prerequisite of the photosynthesis on which autotrophic angiosperms depend. Thus, water-use efficiency matters and so too does stomatal size. Is stomatal size sufficiently important to regulate genome size? Correlation does not indicate causality. Moreover, species survival requires the integration of a diverse range of physiological functions of which photosynthesis is only one. Stomatal size is not an ecologically and physiologically ‘stand alone’ character. It will be subject to trade-offs with other ecologically important plant attributes and may often have, at best, a subordinate impact upon genome size.

Take, for example, vernal geophytes, a grouping in which, we suspect, endopolyploidy is uncommon (see Barrow and Meister, 2003). Here, a large genome facilitates a form of water-use efficiency matters and so too does stomatal size. Is stomatal size sufficiently important to regulate genome size? Correlation does not indicate causality. Moreover, species survival requires the integration of a diverse range of physiological functions of which photosynthesis is only one. Stomatal size is not an ecologically and physiologically ‘stand alone’ character. It will be subject to trade-offs with other ecologically important plant attributes and may often have, at best, a subordinate impact upon genome size.

Do such limits operate in practice? Unfortunately, it is not possible to be sure. For example, there are discrepancies between our own observations and established ideas on the physiological and ecological significance of large stomata. It had been suggested that very large stomata facilitate photosynthesis in deep shade (Hetherington and Woodward, 2003). In this study, very large stomata were primarily associated with vernal geophytes, which exploit either unshaded habitats or the ‘light phase’ of deciduous woodland before closure of the canopy rather than with shade-tolerant, summer-green woodland herbs (Table 2Bi). A revised assessment of where and why large stomata occur is urgently required and, critically, it needs to take into account the findings of Grime and Mowforth (1982) – see above.
There is also uncertainty with respect to small stomata. It has been convincingly argued that the requirement for water-use efficiency has been an important ecological driver leading to the miniaturization of stomata (Aasamaa et al., 2001; Hetherington and Woodward, 2003) and the data in Table 2Bi further support this view. How small can efficiently functioning stomata be? There is the discovery by Greilhuber et al. (2006) that a few angiosperms have exceptionally small genomes. Previously, Arabidopsis thaliana was thought to have one of the smallest genome among angiosperms. Now, it is known that Genlisea margaretae and a few similar carnivorous species in Lentibulariaceae have a genome less than half this size. Much of the leaf of Genlisea takes the form of a below-ground trap, but the upper portion is green and photosynthetic. Are the stomata significantly smaller than those of other angiosperms? Do they function efficiently and provide sufficient photosynthetic capacity to support the whole plant? To date, heterotrophic carbon nutrition has not been unequivocally demonstrated for carnivorous plants, although it has been suggested that such a mechanism could exist for Drosera, and that the provenance of the carbon should be evident from stable isotope ($^{13}$C) signatures (e.g. Millet et al., 2003).

A more adequate description is urgently needed of the ecological circumstances under which very large and very small stomata occur and a more exact definition of the lower and upper size limit for efficiently functioning stomata. Only then can our hypothesis that photosynthetic processes, in general, and stomatal size, in particular, are the ‘missing link’, the primary determinants of genome size in angiosperms and other vascular plants, be adequately tested.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary data are available online at www.aob.oxfordjournals.org and consist of the following. Table S1: A regional comparison of stomatal length distribution within different life-history classes. Table S2: Familial summary of stomatal length values. Fig. S1: Intrafamilial variation in stomatal length: comparing values from different life-history groupings. Fig. S2: Intraspacific variation in stomatal length: comparing values from different countries.
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